
YOUR PARTNER FOR SWIMMING POOL HYGIENE
Cleaning robots for swimming pools - fully automatic, persistent and powerful



“PURE CLEANLINESS IMPRESSES.”



MARINER 3S - FOR THOROUGH 
CLEANLINESS

Lifeguards and management staff of public and private swimming pools 
know that the visitors of their pool enjoy even more when the swimming pool 
is clean. Regular and basic cleaning of the fl oors of swimming pools is an 
 aesthetic as well as hygienic necessity.

Mariner 3S AG is your dependable partner for the hygiene and cleanliness of 
your pool. Our fully automatic swimming pool cleaning robots are high-tech 
products. For an excellent cost benefi t-ratio you get “Swiss Quality”; effi  ciency, 
effectiveness, ease of use and customer-friendly service.

The investment will pay off through more cleanliness and hygiene. Durability 
and reliability in daily professional use and by reducing the workload of the 
personnel thanks to the fully automatic cleaning - lane by lane.

For decades, we have been inspiring our customers worldwide.
Because: Pure cleanliness is guaranteed!

Fun for visitors - reliability for operators



FOR EVERY SWIMMING POOL

Swimming pools are different and unique - ranging from the rectangular 
Olympic pool and the creative adventure pool all the way to the small leisure 
pool at the hotel. Over the decades, Mariner 3S has developed a wide range of 
products for professional use and always optimised them. We offer the perfect 
cleaning robot for every pool.

The robot fulfi ls its job when it cleans the pool effi  ciently and effectively. The 
shape, size and texture of the pool, the most concise cleaning time and the 
degree of contamination defi nes the optimal device: suffi  cient fi lter capacity, 
required extraction width and suitable cleaning program.

Safety assured: The positive effect on the hygiene due to the regular use of 
our cleaning robots and their mechanical removal of bacteria was proven in 
laboratories.

The device family: Cleaning from the hotel pool to the Olympic pool



EXPERIENCE IN SOLUTIONS

Pioneers of cleaning the swimming pool

Mariner 3S AG was founded in 1945 as a family business. Since 1970 
we have been developing cleaning equipment for swimming pool fl oors.

1970  SBR-3 / 700 – hand-held device
1975  submatic – remote-controlled cleaning of swimming pool
1979  mariner 3S standard – the smaller submatic
1982 mariner 3S aps 2000 – fi rst automatic cleaning - lane by lane
1990 mariner 3S nova – professional device with low voltage operation
1997 mariner 3S navigator – an intelligent navigation system (world debut) 
1998  mariner 3S compact 400 & progress – operation in protective 

extra-low voltage 
2002 mariner 3S compact 600 – the “big brother” of the compact 400 
2005 mariner 3S compact YELLOW – device with special brushes
2006 mariner 3S topliner & navigator II – even more powerful and faster 
2010 mariner 3S clubliner & clubliner plus – a new standard for small pools 
2014  mariner 3S topliner / navigator II HD – integrated high pressure for bio-baths 
2016  mariner 3S proliner & proliner plus – device with a compact design for 

larger pools



QUALITY HAS TRADITION

“SENSITIVITY FOR 
PRECISION AND QUALITY.”

Swiss Mariner 3S AG combines all the expertise for modern pool-cleaning 
robots: The technical product development, manufacturing and installation 
as well as the quality control and distribution is all performed by the  company. 
As an independently family-run company, we can quickly take decisions 
 according to the customer demands and implement new developments.

Our team, consisting of 70 employees in Germany, France, Italy,  Netherlands, 
Austria, Poland, Switzerland and Spain have one thing in common: the 
 sensitivity for precision and attention to detail, which is also a positive 
 characteristic of Swiss people. This commitment to accuracy ensures that 
our devices and related services are of the highest quality. We see this as our 
obligation.

In 2009, Mariner 3S AG emerged from the company founded in 1945.
In addition to the parent company in Remigen, there are three subsidiaries: 
Mariner 3S GmbH, Germany (since 1984), Mariner 3S France, France (since 
1997) and Mariner 3S España, Spain (since 1999).

The corporate culture is characterised by customer-driven mind-set and 
 dedicated, well-trained specialists. From development and design to 
 manufacturing and sales and service.

Mariner 3S AG - family business with conviction



IN USE WORLDWIDE

The world at a glance: Mariner 3S AG is a globally active company. Everything 
comes together in the rural idyll in northern Switzerland. Our modern  corporate 
building with light fl ooded production hall in Remigen, Kanton Aargau,  combines 
the departments of development, purchasing, production, administration, sales 
and customer service.

The high-tech cleaning robots from Mariner 3S AG are being successfully 
used worldwide -- in all European countries as well as in Asia, America and 
 Australia. Our company philosophy is based on two factors: our proximity 
to our customers and the personal contact from person to person. We see 
 ourselves as consultants and want to offer solutions.

At the facility in Switzerland



STATE-OF-THE-ART

Mariner 3S AG works together with customers from all over the world. This 
enables us to get familiar with the wishes and requirements at fi rst hand and 
make use of them for further product development. Competent suppliers 
support us. In order to scientifi cally substantiate the cleaning function of our 
devices, we exchange knowledge with institutions and laboratories, e.g. with 
ETH Zurich and FH Northwestern Switzerland. In this way, we always provide 
“state-of-the-art” products.

Each cleaning robot undergoes a quality inspection at our facility. We also 
exclusively produce CE compliant products and test the devices for safety in 
accordance with the CE standards. You can rely on our quality!

Co-operation with customers, suppliers and scientists



THE PUMP AS TECHNICAL HEART

How has the pump evolved: The pool robots have emerged from the 
 company’s fi eld of activity, which manufactured powerful pumps for the 
 transport of fresh and waste water. Pumps with good hydraulics combined 
with an effective fi lter system are still the centrepiece of our cleaning robots 
– they can also be seen as “under-water-propelled pumps”. The expertise of 
these pumps and their “power” are the technical and mechanical strength of 
our cleaning robots and distinguish our products from the rest in the market.

Reliable mechanics, components precisely manufactured from high quality 
materials such as stainless steel, age-resisting plastic and sophisticated and 
reliable electronics are the building blocks for the longevity of our Mariner 
3S pool robot. In addition, the robots are assembled at our own facility by a 
well-integrated and well-trained team.

Sustainable quality, durable products, environmentally friendly and effective: 
Our demands on our products are not modest. You benefi t from it as a customer.

Technical know-how



CLEANING PERFORMANCE, ECONOMIC 
EFFICIENCY, CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDING

“Excellent water quality”
“The automatic drive saves us a lot of time. The cleaning performance corresponds to 
our high standards and ensures that our guests can rely on an excellent water quality.“
Head of a mineral-thermal bath

“Optimum economic effi  ciency”
“With Mariner 3S’s pool vacuum cleaners, we are using technologically advanced 
devices. In addition, the price/performance ratio is consistent. Therefore, an optimum 
economic effi ciency is absolutely guaranteed across the entire life cycle. The devices 
run daily and the highest possible level of cleanliness is constantly ensured in our pool.”
Member of the executive board of a spa and sauna paradise

“Intensive training of the personnel”
“We were especially impressed by the intensive training of the personnel by Mariner 3S. 
This enables us to prevent downtime periods and save costs, which may occur through 
non-optimal operation of the devices. We are very satisfi ed in every respect.” 
Head of a family spa

What our customers say

“WE ARE ALSO 
CONSULTANTS AND 
OFFER SOLUTIONS.”



PROFIT FROM...

 •  ...thorough and effi  cient cleaning and better hygiene
Thanks to a strong pump, an effective fi lter system, good hydraulics
and an active brush - even bacteria are effi  ciently eliminated and
the use of chemicals are reduced

 •  ...intelligent driving patterns
Comprehensive cleaning of all pool shapes, including inclinations or 
built-in jumping pits

 •  ...easy to use
The devices are easy and intuitive to use and designed for everyday use

 •  ...low costs - maximum hygiene in the bathroom
Mariner 3S cleaning robots reduce costs and are amortized over time 
through performance and effi  ciency

Our strengths - Your advantages

SW I S S
QUALITY



Mariner 3S AG
Brunnmattstrasse 7
CH-5236 Remigen, Switzerland
Tel. +41 56 297 88 00
info@mariner-3s.com
www.mariner-3s.com

“CLEAN SWEEP  
FOR SUCCESS.”


